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FEBRUARY 18, 2015 ∙ 10:11 PM

Nazis At the National Press Club!

 

NPI TO HOLD WHITE SUPREMACIST EVENT ON FRIDAY FEBRUARY 27, 2015, 6PM9PM AT THE
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB

 

Back in 2011, we reported on a white supremacist event at the National Press club held by Richard Spencer of the
National Policy Institute. 
From that event we were able to obtain and upload the strategy handout from the event called “Why the GOP Must
Win White America”

NPI is a white supremacist group who tries to mask themselves as wonky policy group. Simple searches on Google on
the group, Richard Spencer and his speaker line up (Jared Taylor, Peter Brimlow and Paul Gottfried) will bring up a
plethora of articles and information on exactly who and what they are.

We find their using the National Press Club as a venue disturbing and it makes us wonder if the National Press Club
knows who NPI really is.
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The Press Club needs to know that Nazis are using their space as a venue!

NOTE: WHEN CONTACTING THE PRESS CLUB YOU WILL BE POLITE AND PROFESSIONAL!

The National Press Club

529 14th St. NW, 13th Floor

Washington, DC 20045 
2026627500

We want to make the Press Club aware, do not say or infer anything that will be rude or threatening!

STOP NPI! 

 

DECEMBER 18, 2014 ∙ 10:30 PM

Matt Parrott’s Desperate Plea for Recognition
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mouth day in and day out, I’m not having separation anxiety stemming from my inability to continue running my
fingers through Heimbach’s crumb-infested lunatic beard! No! How foolish. But seriously, call me.”

I was repeatedly threatened with being “doxxed”, so I was careful to conceal my [redacted, at girlfriend’s
request] social security number.

We saw the SSN you posted, and given that Chinese and Russian bots have reached extreme levels of efficiency at
trawling the internet for numbers that adhere to the AAA-GG-SSSS numbering scheme, it’s far more likely that you
received several angry phone calls from your banks and credit card companies than you did from any “girlfriend.”

My employers were repeatedly pestered by the SPLC and others,

“I have to invent things now, because the crippling reality is that I’m unemployable due to my numerous severe
antisocial personality disorders. The fact that my previous employers received calls from people concerned that they
were employing a person who advocates mass genocide and goon squads was just a convenient way out for them to
sack me, since I was never really any good at my job to begin with.”

which led to my current arrangement of being a longhaul trucker

“I’m a real workin’ man, bein’ held down by the filthy jew rats and their negroid assassination squads! Really! Instead
of being a lonely geek in a trailer park, I’m a lone knight of the highways, hauling trailers! Yeah! That’s the ticket!”

who performs freelance computer consulting work in my mobile office. It’s rudimentary to take my CDL to a
different outfit if this one cans me, and most of my freelance clients couldn’t care less if I were an ax murderer,
as long as I deliver solid code.

You’re obviously not a union trucker, otherwise you’d have set on and off times, so it’s difficult to determine when
exactly you’re shoehorning-in this “coding work” between driving all day and night and catching whatever sleep you
can in your cab, considering hunting for one single dropped comma can take several hours. And I’m agog that there
are clients anywhere who care more that the code is solid than if it’s on time. So, if you are doing actual coding and
not, say, farting around in Joomla or WordPress like every other phony “internet professional” actually does, the only
logical way you could be achieving this level of output is through the typical white nationalist outlet of amphetamine
abuse. Speed-induced paranoia actually might explain the rest of this rambling diatribe, so I might not be too far off
the mark.

I would offer my home address, but I live in my truck, so I don’t really have one to offer.

Well, that’s courageous– admitting that you’re homeless. Or you’re not actually serious about being mister macho
internet tough guy. Or you’re just avoiding the inevitable embarrassment that will come when people find out the
true nature of the squalor you live in.

The heckler’s veto which the Internet’s anonymity provides has resulted in a profound chilling effect on public
discourse,

“And I know a thing or two about stifling free speech and chilling effects on public discourse, since I like to show up
at talks by Tim Wise with signs that advocate a return to lynching. That’s not to mention my other unemployable
freaks who have a bizarre attraction for a dead Romanian fascist.”
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Having a bit of a morbid sense of humor, I was especially amused by a call a few years ago purporting to be from right
outside my apartment,

And that’s it for attempting to make that pop culture reference mean anything. Matt would rather you completely
forgot that.

threatening my imminent death and the imminent rape of my dog.

Dog rape? Does this come from the same part of the neo-nazi brain that invents the mythical “bags of urine” that
magically appear and disappear without a trace at every mobilization against white supremacists? Steeping yourself
in a rigidly authoritarian, sadomasochistic society –like your Romanian death-cult fetishism– where you’re unable to
conduct healthy explorations into your sexual wellbeing makes your personality come out sideways.

I didn’t even own a dog, though my family’s Teacup Pomeranians which I’m very partial to

(ahem) No comment.

were most likely never in any meaningful danger. I helped organize a Shadow Conference for wouldbe AmRen
attendees

“I’m useful! I did something! Where’s my banana sticker?!”

the year that Daryl Lamont Jenkins “anonymously” threatened to corrupt the morals of the hotel manager’s
dog,

There’s that bestiality manifesting itself again. C’mon, Matt.

and I was in more danger on the public bus ride to the previous year’s AmRen then I was directly defying the
fearsome legion of anonymous assassins.

…because no one even knew who you were until you had to practically shake them by the lapels and beg someone–
anyone— to punish you like the naughty little boy you think you are? I get it. You’re acting out because your life is
changing in ways you have little control over, and you’re demanding that the universe give you something tangible
that’s familiar so you can have a semblence of emotional stability. Sure, your world might be crumbling around you,
but as long as you have one constant factor that you can touch on –your security blanket of externally manifested
self-hatred, for example– you don’t actually have to face your worst fears and grow as a human. Or maybe it’s
something more prosaic, like the fact that your acolyte Heimbach is now gallavanting all over the US and Europe with
his new wife and A3P’s bank account behind him and you are stuck in Indiana, alone with your My Little Pony dolls,
driving a truck and waxing poetic on a blog no one reads about your glory days when you mattered just enough for
someone to want to send a death threat to you.

It’s all bullshit, and I’m glad that this latest tiff between Sony Pictures and the Democratic People’s Republic of
North Korea

LOL WAT. What the everlovin’ HELL does this have to do with anything else in this disjointed hodgepodge of words
and letters?
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has elevated the bullshit to the point where this microterrorism can officially jump the shark and people can
stop taking it seriously.

For someone who adheres to an ideology of terrorizing nonwhites, he surely has no grasp of the nature of terrorism.
This isn’t a film trope or a bad sitcom– terrorism does not “jump the shark” and real human interaction rarely bears
any resemblence to poorly-written Hollywood scripts.

It’s not serious. I suppose, in theory, that some day, somewhere, somebody’s death threat or bomb threat could
actually result in a death. But even then, for God’s sake, is the statistically insignificant potential of death really
worth handing over your very agency to speak your mind in public?

“That whole “boy who cried wolf” thing? The boy obviously had the right idea. So what if I’ve only read half of the
story?!”

And if you’re that cowardly, should you really be dabbling in public life to begin with?

I wonder to whom precisely Matt is directing this question. I’m sensing a gnawing doubt in Matt’s subconscious
that’s bugging him more and more– ‘maybe throwing in my lot with a bunch of fascists who want to reenact the
Bucharest Pogrom and hang the corpses of Jews from meathooks wasn’t the best life choice I could make.’ Or, ‘maybe
having to justify my behavior by inventing death threats and physical assault isn’t a healthy way to exist.’ Or even
‘maybe Heimbach’s staging that photo of him attacking someone with a wooden crucifix is a sign that he’s more of a
danger to himself and the people in his immediate social circle than he will ever be as an activist.’

I helped organize the Shadow Conference for wouldbe AmRen attendees,

“Me! Me! I’m significant! I matter! I’m so significant and I matter SO MUCH that I had death threats made against
my dog!”

and one of the topics of discussion at that event was how this whole “death threat/bomb threat” phenomenon
amounts to a crowd panic fad which people will eventually grow past. People will eventually learn to quietly
and calmly file a police report about the threatening communications and go about their business, resisting the
urge to publicize the threat. People who shriek about having received death threats will be socially shamed for
cowardice and attentionseeking,

Really, all you did in this piece was harp about how much of a stoic manly man you are and how all of those death
threats you allegedly received don’t bother you. Now you’re doing a complete 180 and are begging to be shamed for
publicly whining about receiving death threats. Like you’re being shamed right now. Oh no! We’ve fallen into your
completely subtle and well-orchestrated plot to provide you with the public humiliation your damaged subconscious
so earnestly hungers for! CURSES! Well… OK then. You’re a cowardly attention seeker who should be ashamed of
their behavior. Happy now?

and the increasingly popular phenomenon of faking these threats to receive attention will further cloud
matters.
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So the next time you claim to have received a death threat, we can immediately dismiss it as being a fake. That’s
helpful.

Even if the threats were entirely legitimate and death were imminent, it would still be necessary and
appropriate to plug forward. The alternative is a world where nobody says anything that anybody disagrees
with, where everybody cowers in constant fear of crowdsourced Anonymous Assassins achieving a 1984style
dystopian control on public discourse.

Gosh, it’s almost like a lot of people don’t approve of white supremacists. But that’s ok, all you have to do is slap on
some blinders and ignore those know-nothing haters and you won’t have to face any public scrutiny of your antisocial
behavior. Well, that’s not entirely true– you’ll still have to face it, but with some effort you can just as easily imagine
none of it is happening.

I’d really rather be dead than live in the kind of world we’ll end up in if we don’t all develop the habit of
ignoring and dismissing death threats, bomb threats, and doxxing threats.

“I’d rather die than someone believe I received a death threat.”

I like the anonymity that the Deep Web provides, and it’s here to stay.

“I was really bummed when Silkroad went down, because now I have to get my Vyvanse, Adderall and
Dextromethorphan like a filthy peasant and the local high school kids don’t take bitcoin!”

But it’s going to require our culture to catch up with the technology, namely a new normal where a blogger
casually chuckles “Bring it!” when somebody dials his cell and threatens to kill him to death with a machete.

“Kill him to death?” If your “code” is as good as your writing, I’m shocked you get any work at all.
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SEPTEMBER 24, 2014 ∙ 12:14 AM

Festival of Hate
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The title “European American Heritage Festival” appears so innocent. One would picture snack bars with
Belgium waffles, or Fish and Chips, a maypole, maybe a quartet playing Mozart or Bach, but the last thing anyone
would picture in their mind would be the Ku Klux Klan. Yes, once again in Pulaski Tennessee, the birth place of the
KKK, this event is going to happen on October 25, 2014. 
This is not the first year, this event has gone on for many years. 
In looking at the sponsorship lineup it reads like a whose who of hate.

http://www.europeanamericanheritagefestival.com/

THE SPONSORS:
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Again with the surrender! You don’t need to make a big speech, just accept defeat like a “nobleman” would and quit
whining like a spoiled child.

But what is it that you have won? You have made White gentiles, particularly Christians, afraid and ashamed to
stand up for their God and thus for the civilization with which He blessed them.

And we’re supposed to expect any sort of rational discourse from someone who exhibits ideological parity with
babbling madmen who fervently believe the earth was created six thousand years ago?

Quite a feat, really, considering there was a time when Christian men would actually fight for their patrimony and
declare it good. But not these modern “men” — clergy included, sadly — who

So, by extension, “Doctor” Michael Hill’s definition of a “man” is someone who actively seeks to exterminate or
enslave everyone who is of a different faith. There are a number of such well-armed “men” who are currently in the
Levant, doing precisely what “Doctor” Michael Hill claims to be the paragon of manliness, so let’s see him drop
everything to court ISIL. His standards, not mine, after all.

whimper and moan their mea culpas on cue about all the wrongs of which they have been charged by the Left:
racism, sexism, homophobia, xenophobia, anti-Semitism, etc., etc.

Hey, if you rape children, the least you could do is apologize for it.

Now, thanks to your victory, these are no limits on what a man — or surely a woman – may be or become. Be
trans-gendered and marry your pet! The bursting of the bonds of narrow Christian

But no longer in Alabama, where Hill makes his home. Yes, Alabama finally decided to exit the stone age and made
bestiality a misdemeanor crime in January of 2014.

limitations is manifest in a thousand new human rights discovered every day in the unfettered Leftist
imagination!

Well, where’s the problem in that? Oh, I remember, you take issue with the general consensus among mainstream
Christianity that human beings shouldn’t be treated like appliances or draft animals. Obviously, if the majority of
human life on this planet begins to move away from the idea that some human beings should be bought and sold like
used tires, there MUST be an evil, atheistic satanic conspiracy at work! You clearly believe there is something
inherently wrong and dangerous with the concept of behaving in a decent manner to people who don’t exhibit carbon
copies of your ideology, and that itself is worrying. But the beauty of this whole kooky “compassion” thing that some
stinkin’, bearded, sandal-wearing hippie commie jew named Jesus of Nazareth (and a whole lot of other people)
talked about is that if you extend compassion to others, that act melts their hatred. So maybe you just need a hug. Or
a swift kick in the britches. Either way, get over yourself.

And we silly traditionalists thought those Universal Human Rights were going to end with the civil rights
movement to give the darker races equality.

“Oh! Curses! We were so stupid! We thought that once th’ darkies got desegregation, they’d just go back to living like
feral dogs under a freeway! It completely befuddled our dogma-addled brains that they’d want to CONTINUE to be
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That horrible “All Men Are Created Equal” line was penned by Thomas Jefferson– a true son of the south. It must be
an evil leftist conspiracy that keeps the aforementioned particle physicists out of that rinky-dink know-nothing
“University of Virginia” that he founded too, right?

And because you don’t believe in God or sin, you have convinced the rest of us that all evil is external to man
himself and can be eradicated by the right sort of education and social programs.

“Yeah! Bring back the old ways of public executions and lynchings! We swear we’re not a hate group, but it’s sure
convenient that all black people are guilty of every single crime they’re accused of! That’ll show the world how
civillized we are!”

So we now have the modern, post-Christian education system in all its eloquent glory – Common Core, here we
come!

“Blah blah blah buzzword to show I’m not an illiterate oaf who can’t read a newspaper”

Moreover, we have the omnipotent, omniscient, and omnipresent Caesar/God-on-the-Potomac and its
counterpart in Brussels to give us our daily bread (and other “free” stuff). Never mind that they are financially
bankrupt . . .

“Blah blah blah death of the west, blah blah blah the west is decadent, blah blah blah same shit Julius Evola farted
out over seventy years ago”

Speaking of all that prosperity that somehow just magically appeared (you didn’t do that yourself, as Obama
reminded us)

And where did the prosperity that the antebellum south enjoyed spring up from? Oh, right! Slavery! Hey, we really
ought to listen to you, since you’re clearly an expert on how prosperity materializes out of thin air.

in all those White Christian countries, you have convinced the non-White, Third World that it deserves a share of
it all. Hence, you have set a devouring Free Shit Army on a worldwide march,

It’s really quite amusing when someone with absolutely zero understanding of the complex nature of global
capitalism starts flapping their gums about things they apparently have no hope of being able to wrap their feeble
little brains around. Migrations from poor areas to wealthier areas has occurred for millenia. This isn’t a new thing:
immigrants from poorer countries aren’t flocking to “your” cities of Berlin and Stockholm because of some bizarre,
innate desire to wreck things, it’s because there are *jobs* in those places where none exist in the places where the
migrants originate. I should also point out that the vast majority of immigrants to places like London and Berlin are
actually coming from places like Ireland and Poland– which, if you’re a true student of history, you’d know that “true
southerners” like the KKK considered the Irish and Poles to be on the same level as other non-whites. So “Doctor”
Hill is probably speaking from the heart when he’s talking about those nasty foreigners sullying his pure, aryan
landscape– because in his drooling stupor, “Doctor” Hill doesn’t think that the Irish are white. Go figure.

destination London, Paris, Rome, Berlin, Stockholm, and all our hamlets, large and small, here in the New World.
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“Our tiny little hamlets of New York and Atlanta and Dallas! Won’t someone think of these tiny little fishing villages
populated by poor peasant farmers!”

You have given husky legs to Jean Raspail’s dystopian novel, Camp of the Saints, of the 1970s, just as I once told
my university students that you would!

“See, I’m not a crabby, racist old man with a made up doctorate! I’m actually a PROPHET!”

You, O conquering Leftists, have Imagined!

Imagination is power! That’s why you have none!

And in doing so you’ve not only imagined away Heaven . . . and Hell, but borders as well.

I’d like to imagine away Hobby Lobby, too, but that ain’t happening…

We used to have those, and they denoted our nations’ political boundaries. To cross one without permission was
an egregious violation that often led to death and war. But it also kept traditional men in their respective places,
something you did not like. It gave us backward thinking Neanderthals something we could call “ours.”

Why don’t you go walk across the 38th parallel and tell me how illusory borders are. Are you really arguing *for* the
expansion of war and bloodshed over arbitrary lines on a map? You know, “don’t cross this creek or else we’ll gut you
like a fish?” How civilized.

So now that White countries are allowed no borders,

Ask Michael Savage about the “borderless” state of England. Those “nonexistent borders” are doing a pretty good job
of keeping him and his hate speech out of Albion.

we have become little more than extended-stay motels (run of course by Indians) for the world. As the mantra
says: Africa for Africans, Asia for Asians, and White Countries for everyone! We have no place to call our own
anymore, and if we dare claim we do we are quickly put back in our place by the usual epithet: racist, xenophobic
Nazi whowantstokillsixmillionjews!

“I’m not a racist and leftists like to slander everyone with the racist brush, but ALL EXTENDED STAY MOTELS ARE
RUN BY INDIANS”

And we slink back to our diminished (and still diminishing) little corners.

With defeatist rhetoric like this, no wonder the south lost the civil war.

Oh, I could go on but what’s the use.

There’s an end to this interminable slog of dime-store words and hallucinatory paranoia? End it now!
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We know what you’ve done to undermine our civilization. We know the plan.

“We broke into Secret Leftist World Headquarters and stole this book called “THE PLAN”!”

But there remain a couple of questions. To be truthful,

“To be truthful, because everything I’ve ever uttered up until this point has been a bald-faced lie…”

how are you going to explain to the teeming masses for whom you have presumably created this Brave New
World that it’s really not their interests that motivate you, but merely your own? And you will have to explain this
selfishness when your promised Utopia fails to live up to its billing as Savior of the Downtrodden.

“See, that’s the beauty of the political ideology of the League of the South– no explanations for anybody, least of all
darkies and womenfolk! If they want an explanation as to why you’re beating them, just beat ’em harder!”

And it is failing . . . and will eventually crash and burn.

“Blah blah blah more Julius Evola crap I think that will appeal to ‘th’ youth'”

But that was the plan all along, wasn’t it? It wasn’t to make a better world for the poor and disadvantaged. They
are just your do-gooder foil, the mask to hide the monster. It was to satiate your misanthropic hunger, because
just beneath that sanctimonious visage you are a hater of all that is truly human. Yours is the Cloward-Piven
strategy on steroids for the whole world!

“See, it’s all very sneaky– we’re going to stop the slave trade, make lynching illegal, end segregated bathrooms and
integrate the schools, and THEN we’re going to make it illegal to publicly execute homosexuals, and then we’re going
to feed the homeless, clothe the poor, heal the sick and end the scourge of various forms of infectious diseases! Then
when they’re all at a vastly higher standard of living, we’re going to encourage international diplomacy to reduce the
possibility of future wars, raise wages so the income disparity between rich and poor is diminished and encourage
scientific and artistic endeavours throughout all aspects of society!” 
“That doesn’t sound very evil.” 
“It’s not, but only delusional former professors with made-up doctorates and a chip on their shoulder the size of
Gibralter will think it’s evil, so if we’re pissing those freaks off, we’ve got to be doing SOMETHING right!”

Wealth, power, and position is your game. And your end goal is the same as it was in the Garden so long ago: The
Serpent wants to replace God and rule humanity.

So it’s evil to oppose slavery and lynching. Gotcha.

You are the Serpent’s offspring, the children of the Father of Lies.

“And your hair looks stupid, and your clothes don’t fit you, and you’ve got big feet, and you are a buttbrain, and you
have dog breath, and…”
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But you know you still have a prickly problem to face, right? Some of us will not recognize your “victory” as
permanent. We will not go quietly into that night, to paraphrase one of our great poets.

Dylan Thomas? Sheesh, no WONDER you’re a FORMER professor. You claiming Dylan Thomas as one of “your” own
is laughable. Dylan Thomas proclaimed himself to be a “radical socialist” and was schooled from 1933 onwards by
preeminent Welsh Marxists. For all of your bitching and moaning about how “evil” it is to want to help people in need
and how such “leftism” is the “devil’s work,” let’s see what else the man *YOU* just cited has to say:

“I take my stand with any revolutionary body that asserts it to be the right of all men to share, equally and
impartially, every production of man… from the sources of production at man’s disposal”. Dylan Thomas, New
Verse (1934).

Have you even read a single page of Dylan Thomas’ work? Maybe you’d like to revise this entire pile of gibberish to
damn the man you claimed as one of your own as a demonic satanist instead of the paragon of whiteness you just so
cravenly attempted to do.

We will bitterly cling to our God and our guns. We will fight back, and you know it.

“We will bravely beat our wives and abuse our children! We will heroically lynch non-whites! We will honorably brew
meth in our bathrooms! We will chivalrously re-write history and appropriate individuals with political stances
diametrically opposed to our own to server our narrow, racist, political fantasies!”

In fact, you knew all along that we — White men and women of European descent, the inheritors of Christendom
— were your only real nemesis on this earth.

Our only nemeses are ignorance and greed, so if you’re claiming those, you’re welcome to ’em.

And you knew from the start what that meant if you were to achieve complete victory: you would have to
eliminate us.
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“Waah, someone’s being mean to me on the internet! I’m going to call them a bigot because it sounds good even
though I have no idea what the word actually means!” Have we or Circle Ansuz ever made any derrogatory
statements about heathens, pagans or non-christian religions? Of course not. We make derrogatory statements about
racist piles of shit who are trying to legitimize their backwards, paranoid and intellectually bankrupt desires for race
wars under the guise of spirituality, as if having a minority religious belief is a magical shield against criticism. It’s
not “bigotry” to point out that your spiritual leader thought that killing people for fun and profit was a jolly good idea,
nor is it “hate speech” to expose links between someone trying to act squeaky clean and neo-nazi groups– these are
things called “facts.” We’re sorry that you’re offended by the ugly truth.

like this one “every time we’ve probed this disturbing tendency within the pagan scene, we’ve hit brick walls,
hostility or halfassed weaselworded apologies and excuses. The most common excuse we’ve heard was the “in
the spirit of Frith, we don’t speak ill of our brothers and sisters in the heathen community.” Excuse me? There’s
a loathsome, gladhanding, grinning creature wriggling under the skin of your community and you claim
you’re either unwilling or unable to talk about his batshitcrazy racial theories because it will upset people? To
niflhel with that 
garbage.”

This isn’t what “bigoted” means. 

FRITH IS MUCH MORE THEN NOT WANTING TO “UPSET PEOPLE” IT IS ABOUT LOYALTY TO OUR FOLK
DO NOT CALL OUR BELIEFS HALF ASSED WEASEL WORDS OR GARBAGE.

So “loyalty to your folk” means apologizing for and covering up a racist scam artist? It means crushing dissent and
flinging the terms “racist” and “bigot” at anyone who dares question your litany of deceit? It means unquestioningly
swallowing demonstrable hogwash in the mistaken belief that ideological purity and subservience to a deranged fool
with a Napoleon complex is the path to spiritual liberation? Hey man, if you don’t want people classifying your dearly
held beliefs as a bunch of racist garbage, it might help for you to, you know, distance yourself from racist garbage.












